
Mapping AOP-Wiki knowledge to Kaptis

The AOP-Wiki XML was parsed and converted into Java objects which were then mapped to the

Kaptis data model. There were some concepts which were shared between the two AOP

knowledge formats, as shown in Figure 1.

Other concepts required conversion to match the new data format. Examples include Applicability 

where HIGH was mapped to Strongly for, Moderate to Moderately for etc. 

Finally, stressors was the only concept which was not mapped to a concept in Kaptis.

Introduction

Adverse outcome pathways (AOPs) represent a formalised knowledge framework for

capturing mechanisms leading to toxicity.[1] AOPs are a key tool in the development

of integrated approaches to testing and assessment (IATA) and AOP-Wiki is the main

public repository of this knowledge.[2] The data available from this resource can be

viewed as single linear AOPs and, while this representation is valuable, new

emergent pathways and previously unknown relationships can be discovered if the

AOPs are viewed as a network.[3] Kaptis is an application developed by Lhasa which

allows users to store, search and edit AOP knowledge. A key feature is the

functionality to visualise AOPs as AOP networks from a selected Key Event (KE).

Objective
The aim of this collaboration was:

• Allow knowledge from AOP-Wiki to be visualised and interrogated as a

network of KEs and Key Event Relationships (KERs) within a software

application.

• Allow users to view emergent pathways, contained within AOP-Wiki

knowledge, which were not specifically encoded by the AOP curators
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Wiki Kaptis

AOP-Wiki data was downloaded.[4] The data 

was imported into Wiki Kaptis as described in 

Figure 1. The application contains:

• 379 user delineated AOPs. Figure 2 shows 

an example of the AOP viewer.

• 1237 KEs

• Most divergent KE: ID = 281 

Thyroxine (T4) in serum, Decreased

• Most convergent KE: ID = 351 

Increased Mortality

•134651 Linear Adverse Outcome Pathways 

(LAOPs). 

•An example KE network is shown in Figure 3

which contains 5 user defined MIEs. Conclusions and future work

We have demonstrated a tool which will allow users to view and interact with the knowledge

from the AOP-Wiki as a network. The Wiki Kaptis application is accessible here [5] and should

soon be accessible directly through the AOP-Wiki site using a “Third party tool” launcher.

Potential future work may involve (i) improvements to data pipeline processes as AOP-Wiki is

updated and (ii) generate domain specific networks based on the available metadata e.g. taxon

or lifestage specific filters on the KE networks.
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Figure 2: A user generated AOP in Wiki Kaptis with the “Reduction, Plasma 17beta-estradiol concentrations” KE

Figure 3: A network generated from the KE “Reduction, Plasma 17beta-estradiol concentrations”. 6 user generated AOPs [AOP7; AOP23; AOP25; AOP122; AOP123; AOP310] lead to a reduction in of this key enzyme.
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Figure 1: Mapping AOP-Wiki data to Kaptis data model. POAC: Process, Object, 

Action, Context; WoE: Weight of Evidence 
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